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Abstract: SOLABUNDANCE is a small, autonomous solar power station capable of providing power, 
heating and cooling (Illustration 1 – next page). During daytime it uses the stationary Focus (FIX Focus) of 
a membrane Fix Focus mirror (Concentron), to transport highly concentrated photonic energy into a 
combination of high and low temperature metal hydrides. The two hydrides are contained within two 
closed steel reactors and connected by a pipe allowing the hydrogen, which is discontinuously desorbed 
from the high temperature reactor (using the concentrated solar energy), and the low temperature reactor 
(extracting ambient heat), during night time or bad weather periods (Illustration 2 next pages). 
Solabundance works as a thermochemical heat pump. The process can be described as a sort of “ping 
pong game” pushing hydrogen between the hot and cold sources of concentrated sun and the ambient air, 
forwards and backwards. It needs no external controls, as the hydrogen pressure 'senses' in which 
direction the gas should flow. During the 'round trip' of the system the overall energy produced (process 
heat, domestic heat, and cooling) exceeds the photonic energy brought in by the Concentron, because the 
heat pump process extracts extra energy from the environment. Very compact reactors are possible. The 
system is scalable from the kW range to MW Range. It is however predestined for small to medium sizes, 
as the SOLABUNDANCE system presented here, which would be useful for restaurants, canteens etc. 
The system described has already been developed, late last century, with all its components as a fully 
functioning prototype. The present partners are now dynamically developing SOLABUNDANCE 
technology to provide economic, serial production. The target? Proving that the most promising aspect of 
solar energy technology can be reached: local autonomy.
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Schematic diagram of the solabundance system 



  

Data for of the System with Fix Focus 3,5

Description

Value Unit

Aperture area of the mirror 2,4 m²

Mass of magnesium 21 kg

Mass of low temperature hydride material 105 kg

Incoming daily energy at 400°C (fix focus or burner) 12,1 kWh

Thermal energy in storage 10,4 kWh

Energy for cooking 6 kWh

Energy for thermo electric generator 4,4 kWh

Electricity 0,44 kWh

Energy for hot water at 60°C 7,28 kWh

Cooling energy near 0°C 3,84 kWh

Total effective energies 17,56 kWh

efficiency of the system  (effective energies / incoming energy) 145,1 %
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